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Austin's Wildfire Threat
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Presentation Notes
On April 19th the worst WUI fire at that point in Texas History the Posum Kingdom Fire  and hundreds of other fires burning across the state overshadowed as relatively small 100 acre fire in South Western Austin destroyed several homes surrounding and isolated interface of 100 acre. With the majority of the available resources in the state fighting a rash of unmanned wildfires only one air tanker in the nation was available to respond to Austin's call for assistance and a conflagration was averted. But it wasn’t homes adjacent to the woodlands that spooked firefighters and residents alike, homes blocks away from the main fire began to combustFast forward, September The Bastrop fire  a mere 40 minutes away from downtown Austin when as tallies were made was the third most economically impactful fire in US History.  Over 1600 Homes were destroyed with most of those losses occurring during the first 24 hours, when fire behavior was so that extreme the operational focus shifted to evacuation and preservation of life. It shook Central Texas at its core and for the first time caused many to question their surrounds in a new light.  sustained human life for over 15,000 years was now a tinder box. Population: 22 municipalities in Travis CountyOver 100 resident moving to Austin per dayOver 1 million population with an estimated 450,000 located in the WUIHigh Demand for new housing affordable housingIncreased probability of ignitionsLandCover:Lack of local knowledge of fire prone ecosystems23 endangers species30% of County in Conservation statusClimatic Factors:Climate models increased in peak temperatures and longer growing seasonsLong term drought impacts, high mortality of and open space
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And by combustible fuels we mean: Densely vegetated areas. 



Understanding the Threat
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Disucss the threat of embers to homes as supposed to the flame front as a causes for the majority of home ignition. 
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Start at 18:07



Home Ignition Zone
The Home Ignition Zone is a homes characteristics and immediate surroundings
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How to be ember proof as possible
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Talk about the first 30 feet to etc



Assessment Approach
1. Overview of Surroundings
2. Peaks to Eaves
3. Eaves To Foundation
4. Foundation to Immediate 

Landscaped Area
5. Immediate landscaped area to 

the extent of the Home Ignition 
Zone







Landscape Wisely
Choose plants that are less 
volatile and more resistant to 
fire

Consider placement and 
proximity to structures and 
improvements

Limb up trees to minimize the 
ladder fuel effect

Keep lawns mowed short and 
green

Use concrete or gravel walkways 
as fire breaks





Home Ignition Myth Busting
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There are no guarantees that a home will survive but we can significantly reduce the probability that it will by changing relationship between homes and wildland fire.



Homes that are constructed with 
noncombustible materials should survive





Homes with minimal vegetation survive





Decks are the weakest link on many 
otherwise fire resistant structure.





Store firewood at 
least 30 feet away 
(not directly uphill 
or downhill) from 

structures.

Don’t store 
firewood near 
anything you 
would like to 

save.

FIREWOOD



Dumping
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Source of ember ignition
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Source of ember ignition
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Source of ember ignition
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